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jackets 12 are provided with outlet ports 18
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, CHARLEs R. SHORT, and the cylinder's are provided with valve

a subject of the King of Great Britain, and
resident of Detroit, Wayne county, State of
Michigan,
have inventedincertain
new and
useful Improvements
Hydrocarbon
Motors, of which the following is a specifi
cation.
This invention relates to hydrocarbon
10 motors, and more particularly to an im
proved arrangement and disposition of the
cooling and gas distribion passages.
One of the objects of this invention is to
provide a motor having a detachable cylin
15 der head and a jacketed gas intake conduit,
with improved means for assembling and
connecting these various parts.
Another object of this invention is to pro
vide an improved arrangement for cooling
20 the cylinder and its head, and then heating
the gas induction pipe with the same cir
culating medium.
Another object of this invention is to pro
25

vide a hydrocarbon motor with improved
means
for carrying the cooling medium fron
the cylinder jacket, through its jacketed
head, and over the gas induction pipe and
finally discharging it to a cooling device
such as a radiator.
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of my invention;
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These, and various other objects, will
more clearly appear from the following de
scription, taken in connection with the ac
companying drawing, which form a part
of this specification, and in which:
Figure 1 is a fron, end elevation, with
portion; broken away, of a V-type hydro
carbon motor, embody.ng a preferred form
-

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a flexible
sleeve for connecting the head jacket and

controlled gas intake ports 19.

Heads 20 provided with cooling jackets

21 are arranged with their intake ports 22 60
in register with the cylinder jacket outlet
ports 18 and are then adjustably connected
as by bolts 23 to the cylinder blocks 11 with
a yielding packing gasket 24 therebetween.
A gas induction pipe 25 of inverted U ,
form may be arranged between the eylinder. 65

blocks detachably connected as by bolts 26
and pipes 2 in position with the ports at

the outer end of each of its branches in regis
ter with the cylinder gas intake ports 19. A
carbureter 28 may be detachably connected
as by bolts 29 in position over the gas in
duction pipe intake port 30.
It will be noted that the induction pipe
is provided with a jacket 31 having laterally
extending arms in the end of each of which
is formed a nipple 32 and inlet ports 33
which are adapted to be joined by a flexible
sleeve 34, preferably of rubber to a nipple
35 and outlet port 36 of the head jacket 21.
The rubber
thenclamped
be con
cealed,
and its connections
opposite endsmay
tightly
into position by means of a split metallic
sleeve 36 which is arranged over the con
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nector 34 with its lugs 37 drawn to
r
85
inIt will
any be
wellnoted
known
manner
as
by
bolts
89.
that formed adjacent each

end
of the insleeve
are circumferentiall
extending
turned36 depressions
38 whic

will tend to bind the opposite ends of the
connecting sleeve 34 on the adjacent nipples 90
33 and 35.
With the described arrangement it will be
noted that the cooling medium will be led
into the cylinder jacket 12 of each of the
blocks through the intake ports.13 and after 95
circulating through these jackets, will be
conducted through the head jacket 21, dis
charged therefrom through the flexible con
nections 34 to each of the branches of the
conduit jacket, and after passing over the 100

the gas intake conduit jacket; and
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a combined
inclosing St. sleeve for the con
nection illustrated in Fig. 2.
IReferring to the drawings, 1() illustrates
notor base or crank "ase on which are
arrangel in V relation . , pair of cylinder conduit and heating the same, it will be dis
charged through the outlet port 39 from
locks 1 1.
Each of the locks is j', titled with a cool which it may be carried in any well known
to a cooling device not shown, sucla.
ing jacket 12 having an intake ?ort 13 pref manner
as the usual radiator.
erally
connected
by
flexible
condui.;
14
with
the lischarge ports 15 of a centrifiigai type It will be also noted that I may easily
circulating pin p 16, winich in turn is pro connect the gas induction pipe to the cylin

villed with an inlet port, 17. The cylinder is proper, and also join the jacket for the
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induction pipe to the cylinder jacket combination with a cylinder having an in

through the detachable head, under wide
variations of manufacture. This I am en
abled to do by means of the flexible and ad
justable connections which al'e provided.
While I have described and will R
cally claim what I deem to be a preferred
embodiment of my invention, it will be ob

take port, of a combination gas, intake and
water outlet conduit non-adjustably con
nected there with, a detachable jacketed cyl

inder heatl, and flexible means for connect
ing said head and sail conduit,

70

8. In an internal combustion engine, the
combination with a cylinder having an in
vious to those skilled in the art that various take port, a combination gas intake and
O modifications and changes may be made water outlet concluit, a connection between 75
without departing from the spirit and Scope said conduit and said intakeport, a jacketed
head connected with said cylinder, and a de
lhereof.
('onnection between said head jacket
Having thus described my invention, what tachalle
I claim and desire to secure by Letters and said concluit jacket, one of said conduit 80
connections being flexible,
5 Patent is:
1. In an internal combustion engine, the 9. In an internal combustion engine, the
combination with a cylinder having a gas combination with a cylinder provided with a
having an intake port and an outlet
intake opening and a detachable head hav jacket
port, said cylinder also being provided with
ing
a
water
outlet
opening,
of
a
combination
20 gas and water conduit having rigid On a gas intake port, a head adjustably con 85
nection with one of said openings and a flex nected to said cylinder, said head being pro
ible connection with the other of said open vided with a jacket having an intake port
a late to register with said jacket outlet
ings.
2. In an internal combustion engine, the port, of: gas intake conduit detachably con 90
combination with a cylinder' having a gas lected with said gas intake port and havin
a jacket flexibly connected with said hea
intake opening and a detachable head hav jacket,
whereby a cooling medium will be
ing a water outlet opening, of a combination circulated
through said cylinder jacket,
gas and water conduit having connections
with said openings and one of which con head jacket and conduit jacket seriatim.
30 nections is EE
10. In an internal combustion engine, the 95
combination
with a pair of cylinder blocks
3. In an internal combustion engine, the
combination with a jacketed cylinder hav arranged in V relation, each cylinder being
provided with a gas intake port and with a
ing a gas intake opening and a jacket outlet cooling
jacket, of a jacketed head detach
opening
of
a
combination
gas
and
water
85 conduit having a rigid connection with one ably secured to each of said blocks, a com 00
of said openings and a flexible connection bination gas and water conduit having a
port connected with each of said gas intake
with the other of said openings.
4. In an internal combustion engine, the ports, and flexible connections between each
combination with a cylinder having a gas of said head jackets and said conduit.
40 inlet port, and a cooling jacket having it
11. In an internal combustion engine, the 05
combination
with a pair of cylinder blocks
water
outlet port of a combination gas and
water conduit detachably connected with arranged in V relation and each provided
said water outlet and gas intake ports, one with a gas intake port and a cooling jacket,
of the connections aforesaid being flexible. a jacketed head detachably secured to each 10
5. In an internal combustion engine, the of said blocks and having a water outlet
port, of a U shaped jacketed gas intake con
combination with a cylinder having a gas duit
having a pair of ports connected with
inlet port, and a cooling jacket having a
said intake port, and flexible connections
water
outlet
port,
of
a
combination
gas
and
water conduit detachably connected with between said conduit jacket and each water 15
50 said water outlet and gas intake ports, one outlet part of said head jackets,
of the connections aforesaid being flexible 12. In an internal combustion engine, the
combination with a pair of cylinders ar
and the other rigid
6. In an internal combustion engine, the ranged in V relation, each provided with a
combination with two cylinders arranged gas intake port and a cooling jacket, and a
55 adjacent one another, and each of which is jacketed head adjustably connected to each 2.
provided with a gas intake port, and with a of said cylinders, of a jacketed gas intake
cooling jacket having a water outlet port, conduit having a pair of ports adapted to be
of a combination gas and water conduit de connected to said gas intake ports, flexible
tachably connected with the water outlet connections between each of said jackets and
60 ports of both said cylinders, and also with said conduit jackets, and metallic sleeves de 25
the gas intake ports of both said cylinders, tachably arranged over said flexible con
one of the connections aforesaid between nections,
said conduit and each of said cylinders being 13. In an internal combustion engine, the
flexible.
combination with a pair of cylinders ar.
65

7, In an internal combustion engine, the ranged in V relation, each provided with a
-
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gas intake port and a cooling jacket, and a jacketed head adjustably connected to each

10

jacketed head adjustably connected to each
of said cylinders, of a jacketed gas intake
conduit having a pair of ports a laptect to be
connected to said gas intake ports, flexible
connections between each of sail head
jackets and said conduit jacket, and split
housing sleeves arrangel over said flexible
connections.
14. In an internal combustion engine, the
combination with a pair of cylinders ar
ranged in V relation. each provided with a
gas intake port and a cooling jacket, and a

of said cylinders, of a jacketed gas intake
Conduit having a pair of ports adapted to
be connected to said gas intake ports, flex
ible connections between each of said head
jackets and said conduit jackets, and split
lanetallic sleeves adapted to inclose said flex
ible connections and to clamp their opposite
ents to said head jackets and said conduit

jacket respectively.
In testimony whereof I afix my signature.
CHARIES R, SHORT,
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